
19:32:02  From Carl Coffey : Hello everyone! 
19:32:11  From Karen Krajcer : Sorry my video is off. I hurt my eye today and have to lie 
down with my eyes closed. So grateful to be here. Thank you! 
19:32:20  From Carl Coffey : Where is everyone calling in from? 
19:32:25  From Ivens Jean : Hello from Maryland 
19:32:28  From adam werth : what did i miss!!! 
19:32:29  From Carl Coffey : No worries Karen - happy you are here! 
19:32:33  From Harsh Thoria : hello Prakash! not sure if you remember me ? 
19:32:42  From Matt Gilbert : Connecticut 
19:32:44  From adam werth : NY-- syracuse! 
19:32:45  From Charley Adams : Greetings from South Carolina! 
19:32:48  From Fernando Angulo : Hello from Phoenix ! 
19:32:49  From Ingo Helbig : Hello from Pennsylvania! 
19:32:50  From Romelle Slaughter : Iowa 
19:32:54  From Bobby Edwards : Hi from Maryland 
19:32:59  From Abraham Adida : California! 
19:33:01  From Tom McKee : san fran 
19:33:03  From Harsh Thoria : We sat next to each other in the Bentonville office, Prakash! 
19:33:05  From Alyssa Glover : North Carolina! 
19:33:07  From Joseph Clayton : Florida 
19:33:07  From Emmalee Moss : I’m from Riverside California, Im a student at CBU 
studying communication disorders 
19:33:34  From Carl Coffey : 64 folks here already and counting! 
19:33:47  From Ian Nunes : Hello and thank you to everyone who is participating. It is not 
often that I am with people who understand. 
19:34:15  From Carl Coffey : Hi Ian - good to see your name & great to have you here 
tonight! 
19:34:31  From John Ontiveros : Welcome Ian! Are you from Marc Wall's class? 
19:34:59  From Emmalee Moss : My name is Emmalee and I am from Marc Walls class, 
yes :) 
19:35:50  From John Ontiveros : Emmalee, yes. I miss read. Welcome!! 
19:36:06  From Emmalee Moss : That is okay, thank you so much  
Happy to be here 
19:36:52  From Ian Nunes : Great to see you again, Carl. How have you been? 
19:36:53  From Nishi Santoki : I'm from Tampa Florida, I'm a student from USF and have 
been working on a capstone project. We are aiming to help out people facing speech 
impediment with an application. 
19:37:50  From Harsh Thoria : hello Nishi, I am from Orlando,FL 
19:38:52  From Nishi Santoki : Hello Harsh! nice to meet you 
19:41:38  From Kamal Yadav : Hi Everyone, I am from Los Angeles. 
19:41:54  From Carl Coffey : Hey Kamal - welcome! 
19:42:13  From Kamal Yadav : Thanks 
19:42:20  From rim grewal : is there an email list for this group? i'd like to connect with 
fellow stutterers.  My name is Rim Grewal, and I am from Toronto, Canada. I am 36 years old, 



and have my own accounting and business valuations firm.  my email is 
rimgrewal@outlook.com 
19:44:20  From Carlos Delgado : Rim hi. My name is Carlos. I am in Montreal but Toronto 
was home for many years. Glad to meet another Canadian who stutters 
19:44:47  From John Ontiveros : Welcome Rim! 
19:44:58  From Carl Coffey : Rim - check out the NSA Young Adult group on Facebook… 
there’s also the CSA (Canadian Stuttering Association) 
19:45:04  From Anabel Augustin : welcome everyone, glad you all could be here!! 
19:45:13  From John Ontiveros : Feel free to join the NSA FB page. That's also a great way 
to connect with other people who stutter 
19:45:47  From John Ontiveros : And, like Carl said, the NSA Young Adult FB Page is also a 
great place! 
19:46:08  From John Ontiveros : And welcome from Montreal Carlos! 
19:46:23  From Emmalee Moss : When you first became a manager, did you worry that 
people wouldn’t take you as seriously as other managers? 
19:47:02  From John Ontiveros : Excellent question Emmalee! 
19:47:19  From John Ontiveros : Everyone, please feel free to post any question you have 
for the panel here in the chat. 
19:47:33  From James Thomas : not really. The issue in retrospect has been doing too 
much and not delegating enough 
19:47:42  From adam werth : When do we get the recording of this!!!! 
19:48:08  From Carl Coffey : Adam - video recording and chat transcript is usually up in 
about a week (may be a bit later because of the holiday next week though!) 
19:48:10  From John Ontiveros : The recording will be available after the webinar ends, 
and will be sent to all attendees. Pr 
19:49:32  From adam werth : great!!!  my email is Adam878@juno.com  !  send the link to 
my email! 
19:49:59  From John Ontiveros : The recording will go out via email to all attendees. It will 
go to the email that you used to register. 
19:49:59  From Harsh Thoria : Hi James, I recently joined a FANNG company as well and 
sometimes worry if my stuttering would be an issue in me moving forward in the company or 
will I ne perceived differently. How has your experience been or if you come across such 
thoughts , how do you deal with it ? 
19:50:42  From Frank Stechel : Before retiring I was a manager for a state agency. Your 
staff take you seriously because you're their boss. Your effectiveness at your job determines 
whether your clients, upper management, etc. take you seriously. 
19:50:46  From Janice Chussil : Does anyone use the term PWS (person with a stutter) 
when introducing themselves? 
19:51:08  From Kamal Yadav : I do use PWS. 
19:51:48  From Saundra Russell-Smith : I love it!  "What better person to help a brand find 
their voice than someone who has struggled to find theirs."  You rock! 
19:51:49  From Frank Stechel : I do as well. 
19:52:01  From Steve Lipsky : this is a wonderful session!  will there be a chance for live 
q&a? 



19:52:29  From Katie Loden : How do you handle requests for high anxiety situations like 
public speaking? 
19:52:34  From John Ontiveros : Steve, yes. Please post your questions in the chat. And we 
can pass them along to the panel. 
19:53:06  From Fernando Angulo : I am currently a senior at Grand Canyon university in 
Phoenix and I am set to graduate in December and i am currently working on my capstone 
research presentation and I have been going through so much anxiety and it’s been really 
affecting me this semester. 
19:53:06  From Anabel Augustin : hey steve, you can ask your question in the chat during 
the end the questions will be answered. 
19:53:12  From John Ontiveros : We might also have sometime for live Q&A 
19:53:34  From Alyssa Glover : Have you always explicitly disclosed your stutter in the 
workplace? If not, what made you decide to do so? 
19:54:53  From Carl Coffey : Alyssa - check out a past webinar we did devoted solely to 
disclosure at work: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZ5KtPbptyI 
19:55:15  From Alyssa Glover : Thank you! 
19:55:18  From Steve Lipsky : sure - I find some of my most stressful situations are those in 
which I am the middle layer between my team and my senior management.  any tips on how to 
handle those types of meetings? 
19:55:44  From Emmalee Moss : Do any of you work from home via Zoom? If so, what 
have been the pros and cons of that? 
19:55:45  From Ivens Jean : Christopher - what do you mean by advertise yourself at the 
job? 
19:55:56  From Ingo Helbig : Have you gotten the opposite/counterintuitive feedback at 
some point, being “too intense” as a manager? 
19:56:20  From Carl Coffey : Lots of great questions coming in the chat! We will try our 
best to get to them all      
19:56:37  From Tracy Wang : Questions for the panel:  
1. how to balance the fear of public speaking, fear of stuttering, fear of out of control when 
giving important work presentation?   
2. Do you think stutter will impact your work, ex: managing a team?  
3. If you get stuck in a meeting, how do you recover from it?  
4. How to persuade yourself/others that you are qualify for the job? Do you set a higher bar for 
things other than communication in order to make up with stuttering? 
5. How you communicate with boss who speaks super fast — which may increase your 
stuttering?  
Thank you! 
19:57:06  From Ian Nunes : QUESTION: Our speech can physically attack us. Tightening of 
muscles, chest pain and loss of energy. How do you find a way to mentally overcome this 
obstacle and succeed? 
19:57:18  From Peter : You are all incredibly established in your careers. What different 
skills do you think you'll need (or problems you need to solve) in order to rise to the next level 
(e.g. c-suite) 



19:59:03  From adam werth : my dental hygentist speaks super fast...it doesnt bother 
me!!!!  Although it makes me wanna speak super fast to match her and stutter more!!! 
19:59:08  From Priyan Raj : George your a Goldman Legend :) 
20:00:05  From Nishi Santoki : I have gotten a few responses for the survey so far and I 
really appreciate your time and support! Can you please leave your email addresses right here if 
possible so that I can be in touch with you later on. Thank you so much once again! 
20:00:14  From Carl Coffey : Peter - your question made me think of the keynote speech 
from our conference this year from Bill Wade, a managing partner at a top consulting firm… he 
shares lots of perspective and feedback he got from senior leaders throughout his career: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KmjQTeQN9_E&t=21s 
20:00:23  From adam werth : Adam878@juno.com 
20:03:23  From Tom McKee : have you gone through moments in your career in which 
your stutter has been worse than other periods? how you managed to stay consistent in your 
day to day despite fluctuations in your speech? 
20:03:31  From Jon : What types of speech therapy was helpful or not helpful in the past?  
 
(Any good speech techniques for improved fluency and better easier communication)?? 
20:04:13  From Fernando Angulo : What supplements, if any do you guys recommend to 
take for helping improve stuttering? 
20:05:04  From Carl Coffey : Ditto on the “soft skills” Lisa - so important, especially in 
making better connections with others 
20:06:41  From Ivens Jean : Lisa, I agree, when I talk about my weaknesses and strengths 
at work or in a job interview, I say my stutter is both my weakness which I turn into a strength, 
and I explain and elaborate on it 
20:07:16  From Jon : Question for the panel: Before becoming manager and position of 
power, ever bullied at work because of stuttering?? 
20:08:42  From Jon : Any negative stuttering experiences discrimination at work in the 
past from clients coworkers or boss? 
20:09:17  From John Ontiveros : GREAT questions everyone!!! 
20:10:02  From Janice Chussil : everyone is asking my questions, thank you! 
20:10:16  From Ivens Jean : Thanks George, very helpful key points. I think the more we 
put ourselves outside of our comfort zones, the more confidence we become, which is what 
Christopher also mentioned 
20:10:35  From James Thomas : I signed up for challenging projects that others didn’t 
want to tackle . 
20:11:40  From Pamela Mertz : @James - makes you more valuable at work 
20:11:52  From adam werth : bullying sounds like discrimination--bullies should be fired 
20:13:07  From Weslee Meador : bullies should be reprimanded and educated.at the very 
least 
20:13:16  From Carl Coffey : Being open about our stuttering builds trust with others, 
which is a great foundation to relationship building… that vulnerability can make others feel 
comfortable with us and allow others to be themselves 
20:13:26  From adam werth : early 00's...the whole gang excluded me from a fun game 
they were playing at break time because i stuttered--hated that---they sucked!!! 



20:14:11  From Tom McKee : what are some tips for disclosing your stutter after years of 
working in the same place? 
20:14:12  From adam werth : that was like 2004 
20:14:30  From Steve Lipsky : great question Tom; I've struggled with that one as well. 
20:15:06  From adam werth : usualy a friend will disclose to a new person at work i stutter 
20:16:13  From Janice Chussil : Do you educate your colleagues about stuttering. I find 
most people don’t understand it and think it is just a nervous condition 
20:16:15  From John Ontiveros : Other people seeing you being courageous in being 
vulnerable can inspire admiration and great leadership qualities! 
20:16:53  From Joseph Clayton : I agree with many of the points that the panel has made. 
You will be amazed that when you share your story and be open & authentic like the panel has 
said..what you are capable of. My confidence grew within my position and I was recommended 
by many of my co-workers including my manger to be a manger. I then grew basically naturally 
as I let my personality come out and didn't let my stutter dictate my mood, outlook, managing 
style etc. etc. 
20:17:26  From Carl Coffey : Yes! Love to hear that Joseph       
20:17:26  From James Thomas : @Janice true . Even many doctors and healthcare 
providers think its due to anxietyy 
20:18:00  From rim grewal : everyone is insecure about something. everyone else gets to 
hide their insecurities better than people who stutter (we can't hide it). but once you embrace 
it and share it and let people know you stutter, you will feel less insecure about it. 
20:18:16  From Joseph Clayton : Thanks, Carl! Great to see you as well as others.. 
20:18:19  From Fernando Angulo : One of our biggest fears as stutters is being ridiculed 
but like Joseph said once we are open and authentic people become much more comfortable 
with you and others. 
20:18:50  From Anabel Augustin : Well said joseph!! i agree with 100 % percent 
20:18:52  From Carl Coffey : @janice - I do. most people are clueless to what stuttering is, 
so I educate them with my actions and expectations (I.e. telling people how to support me, like 
how I don’t want them to finish my sentences) 
20:19:14  From Carl Coffey : Great perspective, Rim! 
20:19:46  From John Ontiveros : Rim....yes totally agree!! Most people never face or make 
peace with their insecurities, because they are obvious and they can easily hide from them! 
But, since ours is more out in the open.....we are made stronger much more quickly because of 
our ability face them!! 
20:20:01  From John Ontiveros : *aren't as obvious 
20:20:04  From john moore : re: telling others I stutter, it does two things for me: (1) it 
disarms/informs the listener as to what is happening and (2) it gives me permission to stutter ... 
comfort levels happen for both the listener and speaker (me) when I tell others upfront that I 
stutter 
20:20:23  From Carmen Shapiro : I have ta similar question to Tom McKee's:  how to 
disclose after years of being at the same place when most people already know or guess that 
you stutter? 
20:22:15  From John Ontiveros : John More - Great breakdown of the benefits of self-
disclosure!! 



20:23:17  From rim grewal : stuttering is as much a part of you as your eyes or nose.  
there's no hiding it or pretending to hide it. it would be like trying to cover your nose or eyes 
(who does that?).  you can't change your nose or eyes (well you can but most folks don't), so 
force yourself to be at peace with your stutter. don't fight it. relax. 
20:23:17  From Carl Coffey : John, thanks for always breaking it down in such a real and 
easy to understand way        
20:23:40  From Saikat (Shoikot) (he/him/his) : Hello all, 
 
This is Saikat here. Such a great space this is! grateful to be here and having these panel. My 
question is about viewing stuttering a disability, would love to hear your thoughts as I have 
heard both sides from people who are open about stutter but view it not a disability and also 
there are folks who do.  
 
Thank you, 
Saikat Banerjee, also a nerd who stutters!!       
20:23:42  From James Thomas : @Lisa true  Zoom stutter 
20:24:17  From Tracy Wang : Want to echo Lisa — I am comfortable with, they are. 
20:24:39  From Carmen Shapiro : I have a team of 20 people in India and we are doubling 
the size of the team in the next few months. I would like to disclose to them but I am not sure 
how to do it. The culture is different and I think I will get a lot of silence when I do and they 
won't know how to react to a manager disclosing a vulnerability. Has anyone had a similar 
experience? 
20:25:26  From Saikat (Shoikot) (he/him/his) : Carmen, I am from India and can attest to 
the difference in culture 
20:25:27  From Kamal Yadav : I am from India. And you may be leading a team of software 
engineers and that would be totally fine. 
20:25:45  From Carmen Shapiro : Yes, all software engineers! 
20:26:23  From Kamal Yadav : Yes they are all good educated and disclosing this there is 
no different than in US, I think. 
20:26:23  From Aneesa Noorani : does anyone physically get tired of stuttering? and is 
anyone discouraged from pursuing manager positions because they’re concerned that the level 
of speaking required would get tiring? 
20:26:44  From Saikat (Shoikot) (he/him/his) : Also, Indians may be more familiar with the 
word stammering 
20:26:50  From Carl Coffey  To  Pamela Mertz(privately) : Definitely. And engagement 
20:26:55  From Pamela Mertz  To  Carl Coffey(privately) : Yep 
20:27:18  From Carmen Shapiro : Thank you Kamal! 
20:27:58  From Carmen Shapiro : Thank you Saikat, that's a good point to use stammering 
20:30:54  From Saikat (Shoikot) (he/him/his) : Yeah, advertising is going to go great. Kamal 
is right, education matters, and awareness is better. But what I would add is if there are any 
unpleasant reactions (I had some from people with PhDs!) then do not let that demotivate you 
for advertising in the future. 
20:31:01  From Carl Coffey : Past webinar on creating allies at work: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=5JxerS4IjJQ&feature=emb_title 



20:32:27  From Jon : Is there a future workshop on stuttering as advantage in dating? 
20:32:43  From Saikat (Shoikot) (he/him/his) : lol... 
20:32:51  From Janice Chussil : I’ve declined speaking engagements because I don’t know 
how my stutter will behave on that day since in the past I have prepared and rehearsed for a 
speech and then end up being disappointed with my speech because it was a bad stutter day.  
Has this happened to any one else? 
20:33:01  From John Ontiveros : Great idea Jon! Prob not here, as we focused on work 
related topics. 
20:33:04  From adam werth : thats a great workshop idea! 
20:33:08  From Pamela Mertz : Not through this workplace series! 
20:33:16  From Jon : In terms of building friendships at work and social situations at work, 
is stuttering an advantage? 
20:33:39  From John Ontiveros : Jon, we bring that idea to the NSA to possible put on a 
separate work/webinar about. 
20:33:45  From Carl Coffey : Jon - there are some webinars done through the NSA 
Connects program. Send an email to info@westutter.org to recommend that topic! 
20:33:46  From John Ontiveros : can bring* 
20:34:01  From Ivens Jean : Christopher, you do both yoga and meditate? I do believe that 
controlling anxiety can help cope with stuttering 
20:34:48  From Carl Coffey : Janice - 100% yes. my friends in college referred to me as a 
“flake” because I would duck out on social situations because of how good or bad I viewed my 
stutter on a certain day 
20:34:51  From Romelle Slaughter : Janice...been there, done that.  I do not like doing 
speaking engagements because of the same thing you have experienced. 
20:35:14  From Carl Coffey : What I came to realize is the people who matter don’t care. 
They want you to show up, stutter and all. We are always going to be own our biggest critics 
20:36:10  From Holly Nover :     What Carl just said! 
20:36:20  From Pamela Mertz : Yea everyone - Lisa did a wonderful TEDX talk a few years 
ago and talked about her stuttering. I believe the title was “We Are All Weird.” I’ll try to find the 
link 
20:38:03  From Janice Chussil : Carl, agree about being our own biggest critic. I think if I 
loosen up on myself I might even stutter less.  I find myself criticizing myself as I am talking. 
20:38:47  From Carl Coffey : Janice - I’ve also had to find the balance of not overworking 
myself (still trying to figure that out        ) - as a people pleaser, I would overexert myself. I’ve 
tried to tell myself that it is okay to say no to preserve my own mental well-being 
20:39:21  From Carl Coffey : But I had to be deliberate at not declining things as an act of 
avoidance strategy with regards to stuttering. Can be a slippery slope      
20:39:22  From Tom McKee : george, chris, lara thank you all for the insight 
20:39:32  From John Ontiveros :     I am still working on this myself Carl! 
20:39:39  From Pamela Mertz : https://youtu.be/0jTjYI_l8cg 
20:39:55  From Pamela Mertz : Lisa’s Ted Talk ^ 
20:40:00  From James Thomas : @Carl Very true 
20:40:10  From Anabel Augustin : it is a daily struggle carl, but everyday is a new day to do 
better and to give yourself grace. 



20:40:28  From Carl Coffey : Anabel                 
20:40:54  From John Ontiveros : Anabel....give yourself grace. Well said!! 
20:41:07  From Carl Coffey : Giving yourself grace is huge! I’ve had to remind myself 
sometimes: “you are a person who stutters… so you are going to stutter. Don’t beat yourself up 
about it        ” 
20:41:56  From Janice Chussil : Carl, great point and reminder. 
20:43:04  From Carl Coffey : Thanks for hanging out with us on a Wednesday night 
everyone! I know it is getting late for you East coast folks       
20:43:13  From Joseph Clayton : I have to leave the meeting. I would like to thank the 
entire panel for sharing your insight & perspective on managing with a stutter. I appreciate it. 
Take care everyone & Happy Thanksgiving to all! 
20:43:31  From Derek Mitchell : Thanks for joining us tonight Joseph. 
20:43:36  From John Ontiveros : Happy Thanksgiving Joseph!! Great to see you again! 
20:43:40  From Ingo Helbig : Have you had specific situations where it was difficult to 
share negative feedback with your staff? 
20:43:41  From Ian Nunes : It has been good to listen. 
20:46:27  From Jon : Question for the panel: do you sometimes wish-Would life be easier 
at work if there was a pill for less stuttering? 
20:48:21  From Romelle Slaughter : The question of does stuttering and anxiety have a 
correlation is one my local NSA group have talked about in the past.  As a PWS and someone 
who lives with anxiety, there have been situations where everything gets intensified internally.  
"Am I saying this word correctly?....I feel that I'm going to have a block...Will anyone notice how 
anxious I am while stuttering? etc. 
20:49:02  From Pamela Mertz : We did a webinar last month on Managing Anxiety at 
work. Check it out 
20:49:36  From James Thomas : useful topic 
20:49:40  From Carl Coffey : A lot of my anxiety stemmed from wanting to be accepted / 
worrying what others thought of me — as I’ve gotten older I have gotten better about shedding 
those thoughts and determining that I am enough. Stutter and all 
20:49:50  From James Thomas : thank you 
20:49:52  From Romelle Slaughter : Pamela, I do remember that webinar last time. 
20:50:06  From Janice Chussil : Goole the article: The Link Between Social Anxiety and 
Stuttering”  .  There definitely is a link 
20:50:22  From Janice Chussil : Google, oops 
20:51:58  From Romelle Slaughter : Here is the link that Janice is referring to (Janice, let 
me know if this is not the correct one):  https://thehearinginstitute.org/the-link-between-
social-anxiety-and-stuttering/ 
20:52:01  From James Thomas : If the subject you are talking about is important enough I 
feel that it needs to be shared regardless of fluency 
20:52:31  From Janice Chussil : https://thehearinginstitute.org/the-link-between-social-
anxiety-and-stuttering/ 
20:52:58  From Janice Chussil : Romelle, thank you 
20:53:48  From Ingo Helbig : Just another thought about stuttering, anxiety and effects 
over time - as PWS, we were also introduced to the idea of “resilience” early on. For most 



people, the experience of freezing up in front of a crowd and how to overcome up, comes much 
later, if at all. 
20:54:13  From Jon : Great question. In China workplace no legal protection for Chinese 
stutterers? 
20:54:16  From Carl Coffey : Tracy, I used to be envious of my friends who were able to 
just “wing it” and seemed to be so good at it. I tried it once, didn’t work out well for me 
20:55:08  From Carl Coffey : But I found that I should practice to have an idea of talking 
points / what I need to say, but when I got so focused on sounding “perfect” I started to word 
substitute and tried to avoid stuttering… that caused my message to get muddled, and it got 
more confusing than if I just had stuttered in the first place! 
20:55:18  From Pamela Mertz : I am much better at being spontaneous, if I over prepare 
and have to read anything scripted, I find I stutter more 
20:55:19  From Jon : Great point!  
Has everyone accepted their stuttering? And learned to live with stuttering everyday!? 
20:56:07  From Janice Chussil : Carl, same happened with me. 
20:56:09  From John Ontiveros : Jon, I think acceptance is definitely a journey! And 
learning to live with it is an ongoing process. 
20:56:10  From James Thomas : When one memorizes the content it goes into a different 
part of the brain and that’s why there is easier fluency when memorizing  it. but it becomes so 
draining to keep rehearsing over and over 
20:57:06  From Anabel Augustin : i am in my journey on working towards accepting my 
stutter, there are some good and bad times but the line is never straight and will always 
fluctuate and to be patient with myself and to speak to the rhythm of my speech. 
20:58:01  From Carl Coffey : Something that has helped my stuttering is realizing I don’t 
have to always be talking. I used to be so afraid of silence that I felt the need to fill it with 
words… but over time i’ve learned to be okay with silence and the natural lulls in conversation 
20:58:29  From Janice Chussil : I am 68 and stuttered since age 6, had several rounds of 
speech therapy and still stutter, and still can’t accept my stutter as I keep telling myself I 
shouldn’t still be stuttering if I only used the technique I learned.  Frustrating!!  Wish I could just 
accept it 
20:58:56  From John Ontiveros : If anyone needs help with navigating interviews as People 
Who Stutter, please request a mock interview. There are a great way to get help in managing 
the anxiety and challenges of an interview! 
20:59:51  From John Ontiveros : https://westutter.org/careersuccess/mock-interviews/ 
20:59:52  From Carl Coffey : Janice - I understand. As others have mentioned, the 
stuttering journey is one with ups and downs. Be kind to yourself and realize what you have to 
say is worth it, always 
21:00:17  From Ivens Jean : George, I agree, I practice and rehearse with family and 
friends, and I study the topic I'm presenting, which has helped me 
21:00:21  From Fernando Angulo : Perseverance is key, as stutterers we chase the 
moment of time where our stutter disappears and it becomes non existent and it that moment 
may never come so we must learn to accept and move forward… 
21:00:56  From Janice Chussil : Carl, thank you 
21:01:06  From James Thomas : thank you 



21:01:08  From Ingo Helbig : Thank you!!! 
21:01:12  From Carl Coffey : Thank you panel and hosts! 
21:01:12  From Tracy Wang : Thank you everyone, excellent discussion! 
21:01:15  From George Daquila : Can we get a copy of all the questions that weren't 
answered? THe panelists can respond and maybe we can post the responses somewhere? 
21:01:24  From adam werth : send me the replay please! 
21:01:30  From Carl Coffey : Sure thing George, we can do that 
21:01:41  From Lisa Barone : Yes, happy to connect with folks after! 
21:01:46  From Holly Nover : Great panel and moderators! Thank you! 
21:01:49  From Janice Chussil : This was great!!  Thank you to panelists and attendees 
21:01:56  From George Daquila :      
21:01:58  From Douglas Scott : Thank you guys!  this is providing real help to us who 
stutter! 
21:01:58  From John Ontiveros : Here where everyone can find our most recent webinars. 
And, any past webinars that we have done. 
21:02:00  From John Ontiveros : https://westutter.org/careersuccess/webinars/ 
21:02:00  From Ian Nunes : Good night all and enjoy the holidays. Merry Christmas wished 
from me. Good luck out there. Thanks for the wisdom! 
21:02:02  From Tom McKee : great to be here with everyone, thank you for the thoughtful 
insight! 
21:02:02  From Tracy Wang :      
21:02:03  From Carmen Shapiro : This was a great webinar! Thank you very much 
21:02:08  From Fernando Angulo : This was awesome! Great space for us! 
21:02:17  From Harsh Thoria : thank you everyone! 
21:02:19  From Ivens Jean : I love these webinars, thanks NSA 
21:02:37  From John Ontiveros : Thanks to our pane and to everyone on the chat for some 
GREAT discussions!! 
21:02:38  From Kamal Yadav : Guys please check out Polyvagal theory that's very helpful. 
21:02:39  From George Daquila : Feel free to add me on LinkedIn - my profile pic is me at 
an NSA conference        
21:02:48  From Nishi Santoki : This webinar was really helpful! Thank you so much for your 
time and support! 
21:03:26  From Kamal Yadav : Polyvagal theory is paradigm shift in understanding our 
nervous system and I think very helpful in speech impediment and other related issues. Thanks 
21:03:28  From Natalie England : Thanks to everyone. Nice to be with you. 
21:03:28  From Harsh Thoria : So inspired by you all and especially by Lisa, George and 
Chris! 
21:03:35  From Bobby Edwards : Thanks NSA Nation!  Have a Happy Holidays! 


